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"Lost in Katrina is powerful! It is the human experience during the worst storm in America's
history. Mike Schaefer has captured the stories of those who not only miraculously survived, but
went on to become heroes."--Angela Hill, WWL-TV anchor, New Orleans"Mike Schaefer listens.
And because he listens so well, we get to hear the real stories of Katrina and St. Bernard Parish.
I've seen the aftermath there with my own eyes and thought what must it have been like when
the storm hit, when the floods came? Now we know. And what a story."--Harry Smith, CBS
News"When friends ask me what Katrina was really like, this is the book I'll recommend to them.
The individual stories Mike tells, of survival and loss, desperation and heroism, perfectly capture
the unreal chaos that was Katrina. Even if, like I did, you think you know all about the storm and
its aftermath, you'll find something new, and, no doubt, inspiring, in this book."--Tracy Smith,
CBS News correspondentThis book offers insightful, emotional accounts of life before, during,
and immediately after Hurricane Katrina in a parish that seemingly disappeared from the
government's sight. While President Bush was shaking hands with FEMA director Michael
Browne ("Brownie," as he will long be remembered) on the fourth day after the storm, St.
Bernard Parish was struggling to salvage what they could.As the rest of the world watched the
worst of humanity emerge on television, ordinary people did extraordinary things to save the
parish that found itself almost completely submerged in floodwater. Heart-wrenching stories of
the human will to survive offer an inside perspective on what it means to be a survivor of
Hurricane Katrina.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. In this powerful work, Schaefer talks with residents of
the New Orleans parish he was raised in, St. Bernard, which was among the hardest hit by
Hurricane Katrina, suffering a 25-foot storm surge that wiped out schools, businesses and
thousands of homes. An executive producer at New Orleans CBS affiliate WWL-TV, Schaefer
uses the residents' own words to tell harrowing, moving stories from the first seven days of the
disaster. He includes personal stories from unsung heroes and average victims, as well as
accounts of more well-known scenes of tragedy like St. Rita's Nursing Home, where 34 bodies
were found. Alongside dozens of stories from the ground, Schaefer's day-by-day account also
relates his own impressions as an eye-witness; for the better, he leaves criticism of the
government's rescue effort between the lines, letting the deteriorating situation speak for itself.
Among struggling rescue crews and government administrators, residents clinging to rooftops,
undersupplied evacuees and ferocious weather (one evacuation center volunteer "kept waiting
for the roof to get blown off"), Schaefer focuses on neighbors helping neighbors, ordinary folks
doing the extraordinary and, of course, what the residents lost. Infuriating and inspiring,
Schaefer's chronicle is a beautifully wrought up-close-and-personal examination of the worst



natural disaster in recent American memory. With 7 maps and 46 photos.Copyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Publisher" 'Lost in Katrina' is powerful! It is the human
experience during the worst storm in America's history. Mike Schaefer has captured the stories
of those who not only miraculously survived, but went on to become heroes." --Angela Hill,
WWL-TV anchor, New Orleans"Mike Schaefer listens. And because he listens so well, we get to
hear the real stories of Katrina and St. Bernard Parish. I've seen the aftermath there with my own
eyes and thought what must it have been like when the storm hit, when the floods came? Now
we know. And what a story." --Harry Smith, CBS News "When friends ask me what Katrina was
really like, this is the book I'll recommend to them. The individual stories Mike tells, of survival
and loss, desperation and heroism, perfectly capture the unreal chaos that was Katrina. Even if,
like I did, you think you know all about the storm and its aftermath, you'll find something new,
and, no doubt, inspiring, in this book." --Tracy Smith, CBS News correspondent--This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapTucked away in the marshes of
southeast Louisiana lies St. Bernard Parish. Home to nearly seventy thousand residents prior to
a direct hit by Hurricane Katrina, St. Bernard was devastated by floodwater when the levees
protecting the parish broke under the storm's power.This is St. Bernard's story in the crucial
hours leading up to the storm and the frightening day it made landfall. As the rest of the world
watched the horrors emerge on television, ordinary people performed extraordinary feats to
save friends and family as their streets turned into rivers and their homes disappeared beneath
the waves.Heart-wrenching and painfully honest, Lost in Katrina tells the stories of the average
men and women of St. Bernard Parish who became heroes in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina.Mikel Schaefer moved to St. Bernard Parish when he was ten years old and spent his
formative years there with the values, culture, and passion for life found in the small, little-known
parish.After graduating from the University of New Orleans with a bachelor of arts degree in
communications, Schaefer worked as a sports producer, assignment editor, and executive
producer at WWL-TV, the CBS affiliate in the Greater New Orleans Area.Schaefer is deeply
passionate about his region and preserving the culture Katrina nearly destroyed. He lives in
Metairie, Louisiana, and works as the assistant news director of WWL-TV. In the aftermath of the
storm, Schaefer was part of a news team that received the Peabody, Columbia Dupont, and
National Edward R. Murrow awards for their efforts in covering Hurricane Katrina.--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"Mike Scaefer powerfully
captures the experiences of those who by sheer will survived the worst storm in America's
history. Lost in Katrina is about real people facing death. It is about unbelievable courage. And it
is about the amazing heart of the people of St. Bernard."--Angela Hill, WWL-TV anchor, New
Orleans"Mike Schaefer listens. And because he listens so well, we get to hear the real stories of
Katrina and St. Bernard Parish. I've seen the aftermath there with my own eyes and thought what
must it have been like when the storm hit, when the floods came? Now we know. And what a
story."--Harry Smith, CBS News"Lost in Katrina tells the untold stories of what was lost and what



was learned during Katrina, and it puts a face and a heart to many of the heroes. To all who wish
to remember Katrina, Lost in Katrina is a must-read."--Byron Pitts, CBS News
correspondentCatastrophic. Devastating. Deadly. These words describe Hurricane Katrina, one
of the worst storms in recorded history to strike the United States. Situated southeast of New
Orleans, St. Bernard Parish received the full force of the hurricane. Tidal surges destroyed the
levees and unleashed devastating amounts of water into the parish. Here, firsthand accounts of
survival narrate the darkest days of Katrina.With the house breaking apart around him, the man
known as "Charlo" feverishly duct-taped his driver's license to one leg and his Sam's Club
membership card to another so that his wife would be able to identify his body.Gene Alonzo tells
the story of a familial love that carried him and his brother, Carlos, who suffered a debilitating
brain injury sixteen years prior, through the worst of the storm.St. Bernard fire captain Steve
Gallodoro, one of the first people to reach St. Rita's Nursing Home where thirty-five residents
drowned, details the horrid scene he came upon and describes the moment he learned that his
father was among those who did not survive. Still, he heroically found the strength to carry on
with his duties and serve the residents who so desperately needed his help.Stranded by
nature's fury, this little-known community banded together to survive unimaginable conditions.
While the storm swept away precious memories and structures generations old, pride and
perseverance emerged. This is the story of St. Bernard Parish, affectionately known to its
residents as "da Parish."--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorMikel Schaefer spent his early years in St. Bernard and graduated in 1987 from the
University of New Orleans. He is an executive producer at WWL-TV, the CBS affiliate in New
Orleans. He was among the staff honored for broadcast coverage during Hurricane Katrina, and
WWL-TV was awarded the 2005 George Foster Peabody Award, one of only four television
stations in the nation to win. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Candingo, “Couldn't put this book down.. Anyone who is from St. Bernard parish should read this
book. It is a true account of what happened during Hurricane Katrina and the days following. It
was very well written, and anyone being from St. Bernard Parish would identify with every word
written.”

Deborah Andre, “Lost in Katrina. This is an excellent book to give you an up close and personnel
experience during Katrina. If you want to know how it felt to be there then this is a must read!!”

Eric E., “A powerful book.. First, let me open with full-disclosure: I work with the author and have
known him for several years. We are on friendly terms, and whenever our paths cross at work I
always find him enjoyable to work with, but we're not what I would describe as close friends. He
doesn't hold a position above me and I have nothing to gain with my review. That being out there,
here are my thoughts...I read this book over the past few days and think it's extremely well-done,
and everyone who wants to try and get a feel for what it was like during the storm should read
it.Mike has kept the vernacular and dialect of St. Bernard parish in tact, which is very important
as it communicates the true character of the place and it's people. And, by keeping the book
focused on just a few people over a few days in a confined area, I think it gives the reader their
best shot at understanding something that's so difficult to fathom.I also think the way the
chronology is broken out is very helpful. Rather than tell one person's story from beginning to
end, and then start with someone else, he basically goes from person to person in chronological
order. This makes the progression of events all the more clear, and I didn't have any trouble
remembering where I had left off with the people in the story.If you don't see what this storm did
to the cities of this area, and the inhabitants, it's very hard to understand the gravity of the
situation. I watched much of it unfold on TV, and knew the places I was seeing, but until you see
the waterline 6 feet over your head, and the markings on a house that tell you that someone died
there - often from drowning in their own home, you just can't understand - I know I
didn't.Similarly, because I wasn't here, there is a lot I don't know about what happened here and
what it was *really* like, but of the stuff I've seen and read, this book gave me the clearest
glimpse of what happened. It's also worth noting that if you gauge the impact of the storm on
percentage of houses/buildings flooded or wrecked, and damage to infrastructure, St. Bernard
faired the worst (in Louisiana) and its story needs to be told.Many of the people here are
different now...this book teaches you why.”

Frank Beckendorf, “Have Katrina and Grammatical Errors United?. As a former St. Bernardian
who lost everything due to Katrina, I can't say that I miss it all that much - life goes on! Schaefer's
book reeks of grammar errors probably due to the publisher's desire to get something in a hurry.
Katrina is still big news.Lost in Katrina belongs in bookstores all over the world, though. It tells a
story of a superpower's struggle to distance itself from a third world karma and how it failed.My



hope is that people outside of New Orleans and my former home, Chalmette, will read this title
and understand that this way of life will come back. That this way of life was seriously hurt. But,
not in our lifetime. Youngsters will nurture the lifestyle and their newborns will add to the
communities there. But, for those of us who lost everything, I say you can have it. I'm too old to
rebuild. I want to enjoy life and not suffer through trailers, lack of utilities and the tons of debris
that still remains.Losing a sister from Katrina, I do have the right to say this, and I do have the
right to make my choice. But, pick up the book and ignore the grammar problems...”

The Reverend Realtor, “phenomenal. once i started reading this book, i hardly stopped. the
images and stories are haunting. it is phenomenal, riveting, heartbreaking and true. i grew up in
chalmette and reading about chalmette high and my school's principal, mr. warner and the
evacuees and what was endured; st. bernard high, andrew jackson high school, buccaneer villa,
all the places that remind me of home. a community is forever changed. and all the places that
will never ever be the same. and most of all, the heart of the people. this book is hard to read and
just as hard to put down.”

M. Roy, “Lost in Katrina. If you would really like to know what happened to the people who were
trapped in their homes during Hurricane Katrina, this book will give you first hand experience of
the situation they were in. St. Bernard Parish borders on Orleans Parish and received direct hit of
the eye of the storm and its massive title surge. It's not a book to take lightly. You will also see
how they were left to save themselves with little help from outside sources. I have family who live
in St. Bernard and were missing for several days. Their lives have been changed forever. The
damage of this storm was not only in property but far more destructive to their lives. They not
only fought for their own lives but for ever person they encountered. The residence of St.
Bernard Parish rose to the challenge in spite of the situation. I can only hope I would have the
courage and fortitude these people showed in the largest national disaster in the United States.
A MUST READ to truly know what happened.”

The book by Mikel Schaefer has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 15 people have provided feedback.
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